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Pearling and Pinching: Propagation of Rayleigh Instabilities
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A new class of propagating fronts is proposed in which a spreading instability evolves through
singular configuration before saturating. As an example, we examine the viscous Rayleigh instabi
of a stationary fluid column, using the marginal stability criterion to estimate the front velocity, fron
width, and the selected wavelength in terms of the surface tension and viscosity contrast. Systems
may display this phenomenon include droplets elongated in extensional flows, capillary bridges, liqu
crystal tethers, and viscoelastic jets. The related problem of propagation in Rayleigh-like systems t
do not fission is also considered. [S0031-9007(97)02798-1]
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Front propagation problems are often divided into tw
broad classes: the invasion of one stable state by anoth
and the invasion of an unstable state by a stable one [
Here we point out the possibility of a third, qualitatively
different type of front propagation: the invasion of an
unstable state by one that develops discontinuously in
its final configuration. Although we expect this class t
be very broad, we focus on one particular example, t
Rayleigh instability, wherein a stationary cylindrical bod
of fluid longer than its circumference is linearly unstabl
to breakup into droplets [2,3].

Recent work has shown Rayleigh instabilities in man
experimental systems: laser-tweezed cylindrical lip
vesicles [4], the instability of liquid crystal tethers em
bedded in a polymer matrix [5], the peristaltic growth o
shrunken polymer gels [6], and the dynamics of column
of viscoelastic fluid [7]. Traditional experiments on jet
display an instability developing uniformly along the
cylinder [8]. However, experiments on the “pearling
instability” of laser-tweezed membranes reveal a differe
scenario—front propagation. The peristaltic shape de-
formation spreads out from the laser spot with a consta
velocity [9]. The emerging explanation [10–12] for this
instability is that it is driven by the tension induced in
the membrane by the laser trap. Fissioning is ultimate
prevented by the membrane elasticity.

Motivated by the phenomenology of the pearling insta
bility, we ask, “Can the Rayleigh instability develop as
propagating front?” (as imagined in Fig. 1). Propagatio
in this context is problematic. As a droplet pinches of
the two tips of the broken neck recede from the pinchin
point; if the retracting neck overtakes the front, propag
tion will be spoiled. Classic experiments on the breaku
and relaxation of elongated droplets [13] reveal that th
competition depends on the viscosity contrast of the tw
fluids. This retraction and topological rearrangement
the interface is absent in more familiar systems exhibitin
propagation, such as dendritic growth, viscous fingerin
and reaction-diffusion systems. The mathematical stru
ture of our problem differs from those just mentioned a
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well, with a global conservation law from fluid incom
pressibility, nonlinearities from the two principal surfac
curvatures, and singular behavior near pinching. The f
mer two features are also common to systems that,
membrane tethers, do not fission.

The novel aspects outlined above complicate analyti
and numerical study of this problem. As a first step, w
explore the hypothesis that the marginal stability criteri
(MSC) [14] applies to the Rayleigh problem. The MS
states that the asymptotic front speed and shape
those of the marginally stable front; slower fronts a
stable, faster fronts are unstable. Our results on fr
velocity, front sharpness, and selected wavelength sho
serve as a guide for further experimental and theoret
investigation. At issue are both the general question
propagation and the validity of the MSC, which in s
many systems correctly predicts the front properties.

The three categories of front motion are illustrated
generalized Fisher-Kolmogorov (FK) equations [15],

ut  2
dE

du
, (1)

where E 
R

dxfu2
xy2 2 V sudg, with three types of

potentials shown in Fig. 2. Recall the standard m
chanical analogy for traveling-wave solutions: the ans

FIG. 1. Artist’s conception of a propagating Rayleig
instability.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2555
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FIG. 2. Potentials illustrating different classes of front propa
gation in the mechanical analog for traveling-wave states.

usx, td  fsx 2 ytd reduces (1) to Newton’s equation
for a particle of coordinateu at time z  x 2 yt in a
potential V sud with friction coefficient y. In case (a)
there is a uniquey that allows the front to connect the
two locally stable states. When a stable state invad
an unstable one (b), the particle reachesu  0 at z 
` for every friction coefficienty . 0. However, for
sufficiently localized initial conditions, there is a unique
front velocity that appears asymptotically, and is correct
predicted by the MSC. Finally, (c) displays a situatio
loosely analogous to the new category. A potential of th
form, e.g.,V sud  u2y2 1 u4y4, leads to a finite-time
blowup ofu [16]. Although this model does not describe
a topological transition, it is like the Rayleigh problem in
which the growing instability has a finite-time singularity

This mechanical analogy suggests that case (c) wou
like (b), possess a family of possible velocities. Wit
this motivation, we examine the Rayleigh problem usin
the linear MSC, which yields predictions directly from
the linear growth ratevsqd [17]. The front velocity,
yp, and the shape of the front’s leading edge,usx, td ,
2556
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expfvsqpdt 1 iqpxg, are given by the relations [14]

yp 
Revp

Im qp
, Re

≠vp

≠q
 0 , 2yp  Im

≠vp

≠q
,

(2)

where vp  vsqpd and qp  q0 1 iq00 is complex. In
the standard MSC treatment, the selected wave numbeq0
of the saturated pattern is different from the selected wa
numberq0 in the leading edge of the front;q0 is deduced
by working in the rest frame of the front, and assumin
that nodes are conserved as they pass through the f
and into the saturated pattern. We do not expectq0 to
be relevant to the Rayleigh problem since the evolution
the interface is not continuous.

The conservation of fluid in the Rayleigh problem i
like that appearing in the invasion of the disordered pha
of a block copolymer by the lamellar phase [18], wit
global conservation of the mean composition. In contra
to the FK equation, this leads to a dynamics of the for
ut 1 jx  0, with the fluxj  2≠xsdEydud, or

ut 
≠2

≠x2

dE

du
. (3)

Here we focus on theabsoluteinstability of a stationary
fluid column; elsewhere we discuss theconvectiveinsta-
bility of a jet. Consider a thread of fluid of radiusR and
viscosity h2 in another fluid of viscosityh1  h2ya,
with interfacial tensionS. The growth rate of a volume-
preserving axisymmetric sinusoidal perturbation wit
wave numberq  kyR follows from the Stokes equations
h6=2v6  =p6, subject to the boundary conditions o
no-slip, no tangential stress, and the Laplace law for t
jump in normal stress,ss1

ij 2 s
2
ij dnj  22SHni . Here

ni is the outward surface normal,H is the mean curvature
2H  rxxs1 1 r2

x d23y2 2 r21s1 1 r2
x d21y2, and the stress

tensors ares
6
ij  h6s=iy

6
j 1 =jy

6
i d 2 p6dij. The

growth rate is [19]vsk, ad  sSyRh1dLsk, ad s1 2 k2d.
The dynamical factorLsk, ad (too lengthy to quote here)
accounts for the dissipation, and the factorSs1 2 k2d is
associated with the energy of a distortion.

We gain intuition aboutLsk, ad from its smallk form:
L ,
2k2f2 1

8 1 as 1
4 1

1
2 g 2

1
2 ln 2d 1

1
2 a ln kg

a 2 k2sa 2 1d f 1
8 1 as 3

4 1
3
2 g 2

3
2 ln 2d 1

3
2 a ln kg

,
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whereg is Euler’s constant. For finitea the asymptotic
limit as k ! 0 is Lsk, ad , 2

1
2 k2 ln k. The logarithm

is due to large-scale flows in the outer fluid, while th
two powers ofk are analogous to the twox derivatives
in (3). They can be understood intuitively by noting tha
one power comes from the flux form of the dynamics
p≠tr2 1 ≠xJ  0 [12], with flux J , r2U, whereU is
the average axial velocity inside the tube. For smallk the
Stokes equations imply a Poiseuille flow of the inner flui
and thus the second power ofk through Darcy’s law for
the average velocity,U , 2r2px.
e

t
,

d

If we consider the case ofa  ` (no outer fluid), we
recover the smallk limit of Rayleigh’s stability analysis
[3], which has a nonzero growth rate atk  0. The inner
fluid has plug flow since it does not have to entrain t
outer fluid as the shape of the boundary changes. T
in turn, modifies the relationship between the average
locity U and the pressure so, for smallk, Uxx , px [20].

Figure 3 displays the results of the MSC applied
Tomotika’s growth rate for a range of viscosity con
trasts a  h2yh1 [21]. For example, the results fo
the castor-oil-eugenol mixture immersed in silicone flu
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FIG. 3. Length scales and front velocity (inset) from th
marginal stability criterion.

sa  0.0315d used in [22] are the following: the fastest-
growing modekmax  0.502, k0  q0R  0.404, k00 
q00R  0.291, andyp  1.04Syh1. The MSC predicts
a relatively sharp front; if we measure the front width in
units of 2pyk0 we see that it is generically a fraction of a
growing bulge, from about0.25 at a  1 to about0.1 for
large and smalla. We note also thatyp differs markedly
from the naive estimatevskmax, adykmax. From these re-
sults we estimate the distancesk0y2pd fypyvsk0dg the front
moves in the time it takes a bulge to pinch off; it is abou
twice the front width for the range ofa shown, so the
droplets pinch off right behind the front.

Now we crudely estimate the retraction velocity of th
bulge at the end of a broken thread to see when we exp
to find propagation. Assuming a spherical bulge, w
balance the tension force with the drag of a liquid sphe
of radius R [23] to deduce a velocityV  sSyh1d 3

sryRd sa 1 1dys2a 1 3d, wherer , R is the radius of
the neck attaching the bulge to the rest of the threa
Note that V does not depend sensitively on the inne
viscosity. Comparing this expression with Fig. 3, we se
that the front will outrun retraction at smalla but not for
largea. Therefore, we expect the MSC to describe fron
propagation at smalla if it applies at all [24].

These predictions are consistent with the experimen
results of [13], which concern the relaxation and breaku
of an initially elongated drop in an otherwise quiesce
fluid. It is found that for largea the bulbs on the
ends of the dog-bone shaped droplet retract a substan
amount before they pinch off (if they pinch off at all);
for lower values ofa, the retraction is relatively slower
and the ends do not move as much before they pin
off. As alluded to above, this behavior occurs becau
the outer viscosity limits the retraction velocity, and th
inner viscosity inhibits pinching [13]. The experimenta
results at lowa are tantalizingly close to our conception
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of a propagating Rayleigh instability. We note that the
mechanism of “end pinching,” in which the end of the
extended drop bulges and pinches off while the rest o
the drop is stationary [13], is consistent with the MSC
prediction of a sharp front. It remains to be seen if thes
disturbances spread at aconstantvelocity [24].

Since the applicability of the MSC to our problem is
speculative, it is important to check our predictions. A
numerical computation of the interface evolution in the
fissioning Rayleigh problem is a challenging task. As
first step to test the internal consistency of the MSC w
studied a model partial differential equation for a Rayleigh
like instability that approaches pinching, with an energ
functional with an elastic contribution such as that fo
membranes. Using a Poiseuille flow approximation t
relate the fluid flux to the pressure gradient, we obtain

≠tr
2 

1
4h

≠x

µ
r4≠x

1
2pr

dE

dr

∂
, (4)

with E 
R

dSfS 1 s1y2dks2Hd2g and k the bending
modulus. Note the natural progression from (1) to (3
to (4). Although (4) has a nonsingular evolution, it has
the conservation laws and nonlinear structure emphasiz
in the introduction. This structure is similar to thin-film
dynamics [25] in which propagating Rayleigh-Taylor in-
stabilities have been observed. In [12] we reported pre
liminary results that (4) supported front solutions. Now
as shown in Fig. 4, much more extensive simulations ind
cate close agreement between the numerical solution of (
and the MSC. The discrepancy is likely due to the slow
approach of the velocity to its asymptotic limit [14], cou-
pled with computational limitations. Note in Fig. 4 how,
as each bulge forms, it is pulled away from the thin tethe
in accordance with our argument about tension and drag

FIG. 4. Numerical results. Propagation of the Rayleigh insta
bility with an elastic cutoff (top). Front velocity as a function
of tension (bottom). The solid line is the MSC prediction. The
dashed line indicates critical tension for the onset of instability
2557
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We now turn to possible experiments. The exampl
we list here do not necessarily have a singular evolutio
they illustrate the other novel features of propagation o
lined in the introduction and raise, as well, the issue
the mechanism by which pinching is inhibited in eac
case. (i) In addition to droplets in extensional flow, a
other ideal candidate for propagation with pinching is th
neutrally buoyant capillary bridge stabilized by an ele
tric field [22]. (ii) Mather et al. [5] are studying shape
instabilities of a thread of liquid crystal polymer embed
ded in a polymer matrix, with a competition between te
sion and nematic elasticity. (iii) Matsuo and Tanaka [
have stretched a cylindrical gel between two glass pla
and observed a peristaltic instability in the presence of
appropriate solvent. In addition to the long time scale
these systems have the advantage that the thermal fluc
tions are small. These facts may conspire to allow one
see a propagating Rayleigh instability in the cases witho
a precisely controllable tension. (iv) Jets of viscoela
tic fluid, as in the work of Renardy [7], may also dis
play propagating Rayleigh instabilities. (v) Finally, w
expect there are examples of front propagation with s
gular evolution that are not Rayleigh-like. For exampl
in surface-tension-driven Bénard convection [26], an in
tially flat layer of liquid distorts to expose dry spots whe
it is heated from below. We suggest that these dry sp
can spread behind a front that moves at constant vel
ity, rather analogous to those seen in the Rayleigh-Tay
instability [25].

We have argued that front propagation in Rayleig
and Rayleigh-like systems is qualitatively differen
from more familiar examples of propagation. The diffe
ences are both mathematical and physical: the nonpin
ing Rayleigh-like systems have global conservation la
and a particular nonlinear structure due to the tw
dimensional nature of the interface, whereas the Rayle
problem, in addition, has singularities and the new phy
cal ingredient of retraction. If these instabilities do indee
propagate, it will be important to determine whether th
propagation can be described by the MSC calculatio
presented here or if some new picture is needed. Th
is a clear need for future experimental and theoretic
investigations.
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